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Abstract

The number of DNA polymerases identified in each organism has mushroomed in last two 
decades. Most newly found DNA polymerases specialize in translesion synthesis and DNA repair 
instead of replication. Although intrinsic error rates are higher for translesion and repair 
polymerases than for replicative polymerases, the specialized polymerases increase genome 
stability and reduce tumorigenesis. Reflecting the numerous types of DNA lesions and variations 
of broken DNA ends, translesion and repair polymerases differ in structure, mechanism and 
function. Here we review the unique and general features of polymerases specialized in lesion-
bypass, gap-filling and end-joining synthesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DNA must be replicated accurately and repaired properly upon damage to maintain life. 
Shortly after the discovery of the double-helical structure of DNA and unveiling of its 
copying mechanism by Watson and Crick, Arthur Kornberg and his team isolated DNA 
polymerase I (Pol I) from E. coli in 1956 and demonstrated its ability to copy DNA 
accurately and processively (1, 2). The first crystal structure of a DNA polymerase, fittingly 
the large fragment of E. coli Pol I, was determined in 1985 by Tom Steitz’s group (3) and 
ushered in an era of mechanistic understanding of the intricacies of DNA replication. In the 
last sixty years, the number of known DNA polymerases has proliferated. By latest account 
there are seventeen DNA polymerases in humans (Table 1), of which Pol α, γ, δ, ε and 
telomerase are responsible for replicating the bulk of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. The 
rest specialize in translesion and repair synthesis.

DNA base lesions arise both endogenously, for example, from oxidation, deamination, 
alkylation and spontaneous loss of bases (forming abasic lesion, AP) (4), and from 
environmental assaults, including ultraviolet light from the sun (5, 6), natural and manmade 
chemicals, such as benzo[a]pyrene and cisplatin (7, 8). These lesions destabilize DNA 
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helical structure and obstruct replication and transcription (9). Most base lesions are 
removed by base excision (BER) or nucleotide excision repair (NER) (10), but residual 
lesions in the S phase are bypassed by translesion synthesis (TLS) (11–13).

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are programmed and necessary for meiosis, 
immunoglobulin gene rearrangement and class switching or induced by damaging agents 
including ionization radiation (14). DSBs are repaired by homologous recombination, non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ), or Pol θ-mediated end joining (TMEJ) (15–18). Both 
NHEJ and TMEJ depend on specialized polymerases to bridge DNA ends and fill small gaps 
before ligation.

In contrast to the high speed, high fidelity and high processivity of DNA replication, 
translesion and small gap-filling repair synthesis (sGRS) are characterized by low efficiency, 
low accuracy and low processivity as trade-offs for tolerance of damaged bases and broken 
DNA. The mutagenic feature of specialized DNA polymerases is also used to increase 
diversity in antigen receptors (19) and their specificity through somatic hypermutation (20). 
Aside from different accuracies, which are inversely related to error rates (21), replicative 
and specialized polymerases are not fundamentally different. With subtle changes, 
homologues of replicative polymerases are able to carry out low-fidelity TLS and repair (22, 
23). Discovery and characterization of new DNA polymerases specialized in TLS and sGRS 
in recent years have expanded our understanding of genome maintenance and provide new 
targets for therapeutic treatment.

Here we review general properties of all DNA polymerases and summarize unique features 
and mechanisms of TLS and sGRS. For comprehensive information of all DNA polymerases 
and for replication fork restart, readers are referred to the book “DNA polymerases” by 
Hübscher et al. (24) and the review by K. Marians in this volume, respectively. Although 
beyond the scope of this review, resolving conflicts between replication and transcription 
(25) and removing ribonucleotides incorporated during replication and repair (26) are highly 
relevant to TLS and sGRS and should not be overlooked.

2. DNA POLYMERASES FOR REPLICATION AND REPAIR

Based on protein sequence, DNA polymerases are divided into A, B, C, D, X, Y, RT (reverse 
transcriptase, including telomerase), and PrimPol (primase and polymerase) families (27–
30) (Table 1). Most members of families A-D are replicative polymerases and are associated 
with proofreading 3´ −5´ exonuclease activities (31), but a few with inactivated 3´−5´ 
exonucleases are involved in TLS and sGRS (Table 1) (16, 32–34). X-family polymerases 
perform small gap-filling synthesis associated with BER and NHEJ (35, 36). Y-family 
members are specialized in TLS by incorporating nucleotides directly opposite damaged 
bases (11–13, 37). Telomerase uses its own RNA subunit to template DNA synthesis of 
many telomere repeats (38). PrimPol is unique in that it can synthesize DNA primers and 
continue DNA synthesis without an RNA primer (30). A common feature among X, Y, RT 
and PrimPol families is the absence of a proofreading exonuclease. Except for C and D 
families, which exist in bacteria and archaea (39, 40), respectively, human DNA 
polymerases are present in all six other families.
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Each DNA polymerase may consist of a single polypeptide chain as is observed for X and Y 
family members (35, 37), or along with 1–3 accessary subunits as many A- and B-family 
members (41–47). Telomerase (RT family) is composed of a catalytic subunit (TERT), RNA 
(TER) and multiple other protein subunits (29, 48). Occasionally accessary subunits may be 
shared among different DNA polymerases, for example, Pol δ and ζ (43–46). Although the 
main function of Pol δ is lagging strand synthesis, it performs high-fidelity large gap-filling 
synthesis during replication and repair (49).

Atomic resolution structures of catalytic subunits of DNA polymerases from each family 
(except for D) have been determined. They are characterized most often as a right hand with 
palm, thumb and finger domains (Fig. 1a). The exceptions are Y-family polymerases, which 
have an additional Little-Finger domain (LF, also known as PAD) essential for DNA binding 
(12, 50), and PrimPol members, which lack a distinct thumb domain (51). The catalytic 
center of all DNA polymerases resides in the palm domain and usually contains three 
carboxylates. Despite drastically different sequences, topologies and structures, the thumb 
domain always binds DNA substrate and the finger domain contacts the nascent base pair 
between a template and incoming nucleotide (dNTP) (Fig. 1a). The palm domains of A, B, 
Y and RT family share a conserved “polymerase” fold (Fig. 1b, 1c), while those of C and X 
family share a nucleotidyltransferase (NT) fold (Fig. 1d). The palm domain of PrimPol has a 
polymerase-like fold, but is turned roughly 180° when approaching DNA substrate (Fig. 1e). 
Despite these many differences, the catalytic centers of all DNA polymerases including 
DNA primer, incoming dNTP, and Mg2+ ions are superimposable (Fig. 1f).

3. Determinants of accuracies of DNA POLYMERASES

DNA replication occurs in the context of replisomes, which enhance the processivity and 
efficiency of fork movement, but the ability to discriminate against ribonucleotides (NTPs), 
mismatched, damaged or non-native dNTPs is intrinsic to replicative polymerases. Owing to 
conformational and chemical selection (see below), the error rate of a replicative polymerase 
(defined as the ratio of incorporation efficiencies (kpol/Kd in pre-steady state or kcat/KM in 
steady state) of incorrect over correct dNTPs) can be as low as 10−5 to 10−6, and 
proofreading and the context of replisome machineries reduces it by 100 fold to ~10−7 to 
10−8 (21) (Fig. 2a). Post-replication mismatch repair further lessens the error rate of 
replication to 10−10 (52).

The DNA synthesis reaction makes a phosphodiester bond between the 3´-OH of a DNA 
primer and the α-phosphate of an incoming dNTP. DNA polymerases bind Watson-Crick 
(WC) paired DNA template/primer duplexes with a dissociation constant (Kd) in the range 
of 5–20 nM and bind a correct dNTP (Kd of low μM) much better than a mismatched one 
(53–55). Replicative polymerases perform rapid conformational selection of dNTP before 
the synthesis reaction, which imposes chemical selection (56–59).

3.1. Conformational selection

Conformational selection, which was originally called induced fit (60), is a process of 
structural changes from a finger-open DNA-bound binary complex to a finger-closed 
polymerase-DNA-dNTP ternary complex when the dNTP forms a WC pair with the 
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templating base (61, 62) (Fig. 2b). This change occurs because a nascent WC base pair 
selectively stabilizes the closed conformation. A damaged templating base, ribonucleotides 
(rNTPs), and damaged or mismatched dNTPs destabilize the ternary complex and lead to a 
persistent finger-open state. In a closed ternary complex, the polymerase seamlessly contacts 
the nascent base pair on the face of bases, in the minor groove, and deoxyribose and 
triphosphates of dNTP, and DNA and dNTP become perfectly aligned for chemistry to take 
place (Fig. 2c). Conformational selection is a hallmark of replicative polymerases and 
increases their accuracies by ~100 fold (Fig. 2a). In Y- and X-families (except for Pol β) the 
finger is closed without dNTP, so there is no conformational selection.

3.2. DNA synthesis reaction and Mg2+-mediated chemical selection

In DNA synthesis reactions, regardless of error rates, a polymerase-DNA-dNTP ternary 
complex needs to capture three catalytic Mg2+ ions (63), which occurs in three steps (Fig. 
2b). The first Mg2+ ion occupies the B site and binds DNA polymerase together with an 
incoming dNTP, but this association is rapidly reversed if the dNTP and the templating base 
do not match. Only if the dNTP is correct, the second Mg2+ ion occupies the A site. With 
replicative polymerases, binding of the A-site Mg2+ occurs after the conformational 
selection. The polymerase-DNA-dNTP ternary complexes with two Mg2+ ions bound are 
reaction ready, but the new phosphodiester bond does not form until a third Mg2+ ion 
occupying the C site is captured by dNTP (Fig. 2b). Mg2+ ions are exquisitely sensitive to 
coordination environment and ligand geometry. Slight alterations of active site composition, 
DNA or dNTPs can have a dramatic impact on Mg2+ binding and thus DNA synthesis 
reactions. Without conformational selection misincorporation occurs at a frequency of 
10−3-10−4, much lower than the free energy difference between a correct and incorrect base 
pair (1–2 kcal, which is equivalent to 10 to 100-fold difference in dNTP selection). Mg2+-
mediated accuracy enhancement, which significantly reduces error rates of DNA synthesis, 
forms the chemical selection.

3.3. Proofreading

A proofreading 3´ −5´ exonuclease resides on the same polypeptide chain in the A- and B-
family replicative polymerases or exists as a separate subunit, for example the ε subunit of 
the E. coli Pol III holoenzyme (31) (Table 1). A mismatch in a template/primer pair weakens 
the DNA binding to the polymerase active site and triggers DNA relocation for proofreading 
(31) (Fig. 2d). The distance between the active sites of polymerase and exonuclease is ~35–
50 Å (3, 22), and the DNA distortion necessary for proofreading is dramatic (64). A finely 
tuned partition of DNA substrate between polymerase and exonuclease enhances fidelity 
without diminishing processivity and efficiency of DNA synthesis (31). Efficient 
proofreading inhibits TLS, and in the absence of proofreading replicative polymerases 
display ability to tolerate and bypass lesions (31, 65).

4. GEneral features of TLS and sGRS

Normal WC base pairs have the same shape, and replicative polymerases are thus one-size-
fits-all. DNA lesions occur in different shapes, sizes and chemical types, however, and TLS 
polymerases usually specialize in bypassing certain type of lesions. Complete TLS requires 
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polymerases to (1) accommodate and use a damaged template base to direct dNTP 
incorporation, and (2) accommodate the abnormal and distorted base pair in DNA duplex for 
primer extension. These two steps are known as insertion and extension of TLS, 
respectively, and are often accomplished by two different polymerases (66, 67) (Fig. 3a). Y-
family DNA polymerases, characterized by an open and uniquely shaped active site that 
accommodates different DNA lesions, specialize in the insertion step (11–13). The B-family 
E. coli Pol II and eukaryotic Pol ζ are error-prone and perform efficient TLS extension (16, 
22, 46).

DNA small gap-filling repair synthesis (sGRS) associated with BER and end joining in DSB 
repair needs to accommodate discontinuous DNA backbones. At first glance TLS and sGRS 
have little in common, but both use template or primer looping-out mechanisms to 
circumvent distorted or discontinuous double helices (Fig. 3b-c). It has also been suggest 
that DNA primer looping-out enhances processivity of telomere repeat synthesis (68). 
Alternative alignment of templates and primers may give rise to the appearance of direct 
lesion bypass, but misaligned templates/primers in TLS and repair synthesis may be 
followed by realignment and result in complex mutations.

Because Mg2+-mediated chemical selection occur in all polymerases, and the error rate of 
TLS and sGRS can be as low as 10−3-10−4 (69) (Fig. 2a). Higher error rates among 
specialized polymearases are often due to template-independent dNTP binding, dNTP-
independent finger closing, or biased dNTP selection in a modified active site (see below). 
Lesion accommodation requires reduced polymerase-substrate interactions, which may lead 
to reduced dNTP selection (70) and flexible DNA and dNTP alignment, and thus results in 
inefficient capture of Mg2+ ions and low catalytic efficiency (71). Because of reduced 
selectivity, TLS and sGRS polymerases are often shown to bypass more types of lesions in 
vitro than in vivo. In the following sections, specific mechanisms for TLS insertion, 
extension and sGRS in BER, NHEJ and TMEJ are illustrated (Fig. 3).

5. TLS insertion by Y-family polymerases

All Y-family polymerases have a preformed active site, where dNTPs and pyrophosphate 
diffuse in and out freely because of a small finger and thumb domain (72) (Fig. 4a-b). With 
no conformational selection or proofreading, accuracy of Y-family polymerases is achieved 
by chemical selection alone and can deteriorate significantly. The finger domain, which 
interacts with a nascent base pair, has varied sequences and contributes to different lesion 
preferences and biased dNTP selection. Despite the lack of finger-domain movement, the 
Little Finger domain (LF) may be flexible, and a semi-detached LF in the DINB branch of Y 
polymerases creates a structural gap capable of accommodating bulky aromatic adducts and 
inducing frameshift mutations (73–77) (Fig. 4b).

5.1. Pol η

Pol η, encoded by the POLH gene, is the only human DNA polymerase known for an anti-
cancer role before the gene and protein were characterized (78, 79). Pol η is present in all 
eukaryotes and performs both the insertion and extension steps of TLS when bypassing a 
thymine dimer (80), which is the predominant form of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) 
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caused by ultraviolet radiation (UV) (81). Without active Pol η, humans develop a variant 
form of xeroderma pigmentousum (XPV), which is a UV sensitive syndrome with increased 
risk of skin cancers (82, 83). The error rate of human Pol η at 3.5 × 10−2 is relatively high 
even among Y-family members (70), which likely stems from its ability to bind dNTP 
without DNA substrate and its tendency to misincorporate dGTP opposite dT. The 
mutagenic nature of Pol η is involved in somatic hypermutation, which generates highly 
specific antigen receptors (20, 84).

Crystal structures of the Pol η polymerase catalytic region (residues 1–432) performing TLS 
insertion and extension reveal several interesting features (72). The first is that its open 
active site specially accommodates two covalently linked and closely spaced DNA bases 
(Fig. 4c). Without the covalent linkage, two normal DNA bases are less stably bound and 
lead to more erroneous dNTP incorporation than a thymine dimer. A second feature are 
strong electrostatic interactions with four consecutive phosphates of the DNA template 
strand, which stabilize DNA in the B-form conformation. When the backbone of DNA is 
fixed by Pol η, the distortion to the DNA helix introduced by the thymine dimer is 
minimized. Therefore Pol η has been likened to a molecular splint. Missense mutations of 
Pol η found in XPV patients are located either around the catalytic center or the molecular 
splint (72).

The widely used chemotherapeutic agent cisplatin and related platinum derivatives kill 
rapidly dividing cells by crosslinking adjacent purine bases and blocking replicative 
polymerases (8). Two intrastrand purines crosslinked by platinum resemble a thymine dimer, 
and human Pol η is able to incorporate dCTPs opposite crosslinked dG bases efficiently (85, 
86). Full bypass of a cisplatin crosslinked lesion, however, requires Pol ζ to extend the 
primer beyond the damaged site (87). Patients undergoing cisplatin or related 
chemotherapies may develop elevated Pol η expression and chemo-resistance. It has been 
shown that the survival rates in non-small cell lung cancer, metastatic gastric 
adenocarcinoma and head and neck squamous cell cancer patients are inversely correlated 
with Pol η expression levels (8). Targeted inhibition of Pol η, therefore, may increase 
efficacy of platinum treatment.

5.2. Pol ι

Pol ι is a paralog of Pol η, but mice without Pol ι show no detectible defects and no UV 
sensitivity (88). Loss of Pol ι in the Pol η deficient mice induces a slight increase in UV 
sensitivity and mesenchymal tumors in addition to epithelial skin tumors (89). Studies of Pol 
ι dNTP selectivity reveal a four-order of magnitude range of accuracies depending on the 
nature of the templating base. Pol ι can accurately and efficiently incorporate dTTP opposite 
dA (error rate of 10−4), but it prefers to incorporate dGTP opposite dT (13).

Crystallographic analysis of human Pol ι reveals a uniquely narrow pocket for the nascent 
base pair (90, 91). In the presence of an incoming dNTP, Pol ι favors the high-energy syn 
conformation for a template purine. Since adenine in the syn conformation still base pairs 
preferentially with thymine, dTTP incorporation is specific and efficient (92). Recently, the 
Prakash and Aggarwal groups showed that the dA(syn):dTTP(anti) pair may allow Pol ι to 
accurately bypass N1-methylated deoxyadenosine (93) (Fig. 4d). A similar Hoogsteen 
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configuration is also adopted by Pol ι when correctly incorporating dCTP opposite 8-oxo-G, 
a prevalent lesion caused by oxidation (94).

5.3. Pol κ

Pol κ specially bypasses polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon adducts, such as benzo[a]pyrene 
diol epoxide (BPDE) covalently attached to N2 of guanine in the minor groove (95, 96). 
Although incapable of accommodating or bypassing UV lesions, Pol κ is reported to 
facilitate repair synthesis after excision of UV damage (97). Pol κ deficient mice exhibit a 
spontaneous mutator phenotype, and the mutation rate increases when dietary cholesterol is 
increased (98). Therefore it has been suggested that Pol κ may accurately bypass naturally 
occurring steroid adducts (99).

Pol κ, E. coli Pol IV (DinB) and archaeal Dpo4 are homologs, and they all contain a 
structural gap to accommodate a bulky lesion in the minor groove (Fig. 4b). E. coli Pol IV is 
found to efficiently bypass N2-furfuryl-dG adducts (100). The structural gap in Pol κ is 
particularly large, and perhaps as a result Pol κ is most efficient and accurate in bypassing 
minor-groove adducts (76, 95, 96, 101, 102). The structural gap, however, is implicated in 
template slippage / misalignment, which leads to deletional mutations (73, 75, 103). The 
other unique feature of Pol κ is a 75-aa N-terminal extension, called the N-clasp, which 
stabilizes the otherwise detached LF (74) (Fig. 4b). The flexible region N-terminal to the N-
clasp, which is not yet characterized structurally, also enhances lesion bypass capability 
(76).

5.4. Rev1

Rev1 was the first member of the Y-family shown to have DNA synthesis activity (104, 
105), although it incorporates dCTP only. The deoxycytidyl (dCMP) transferase activity of 
Rev1 is highest when the template is abasic, followed by dG and dA (104), and later Rev1 is 
confirmed to bypass abasic lesions in vivo (106). Like Pol η, Rev1 has a role in somatic 
hypermutation (107). Initially identified in Sacharomyces cerevisiae for its role in UV-
induced mutagenesis (108), Rev1 is ubiquitous in eukaryotes. The ~700 residues outside of 
the dCMP transferase region (Fig. 4a) serve as a ‘hub” for coordinating TLS process (37) 
(see below).

Structurally, Rev1 has a detached LF like Pol κ and an N-terminal extension, called the N-
digit, attaches LF to the catalytic core (CC) (109, 110). The N-clasp in Pol κ traverses the 
front of the active site and interacts with the DNA major groove (Fig. 4b), while the N-digit 
inserts itself between CC and LF in the back of Rev1 and interacts with the DNA minor 
groove (Fig. 4e). The most striking feature of Rev1 is that it flips out the templating 
nucleotide and supplies an Arg sidechain from the N-digit as a surrogate, which forms two 
hydrogen bonds with an incoming dCTP (Fig. 4e) and results in dCMP transferase activity 
regardless of whether the template is abasic (AP), dG, dA or dU (104).

6. TLS extension by B-family DNA polymeraseS

All A-D family polymerases undergo conformational selection to produce a snug active site 
and are thus less suited for TLS insertion. With intermittent interactions with DNA template/
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primer, Pol II and Pol ζ of the B-family carry out TLS extension by accommodating non-
WC base pairs at the primer end and alternative DNA alignment to avoid lesions near the 
active site (Fig. 3b).

6.1. Pol ζ

Pol ζ is composed of the catalytic subunit Rev3, Rev7 and two other accessary subunits (p50 
and p66), which are shared with Pol δ (43–46). Chris Lawrence and colleagues isolated the 
yeast Rev3/Rev7 heterodimer and showed it to have translesion synthesis activity in 1996 
(111). Pol ζ was the sixth DNA polymerase found in eukaryotes after α, β, γ, δ and ε and 
the first to exhibit TLS activity. Pol ζ is ubiquitous in eukaryotes. Mammalian Rev3 at over 
3000 residues is twice as large as its yeast homolog (112) (Fig. 5a). The N-terminal 250 aa 
and C-terminal 800 aa of Rev3 are homologous to Pol α, δ and ε, but the 3´−5´exonuclease 
is inactivated by mutations. The very C-terminal Cys-rich region, which binds Zn2+ and an 
iron-sulfur cluster and is sensitive to oxidation (46), interacts with the two subunits shared 
with Pol δ (43–45). Except for a positively charged domain (PCD) for DNA binding and 
two Rev7 interaction regions, most of the inserted regions in Rev3 have unknown function.

REV3 is a non-essential gene in yeast. But Rev3 knockout in mice is embryonic lethal and 
mammalian cells cannot proliferate without Pol ζ even in the absence of external mutagens 
(16, 113). Pol ζ increases genomic stability by increasing DNA-damage tolerance and 
reducing spontaneous tumorigenesis. Given a perfect primer and template pair, the error rate 
of Pol ζ is 10−3–10−4, but Pol ζ is exceptionally efficient in extending primer strands beyond 
a mismatched base pair (66). In the early days of its characterization, Pol ζ was reported to 
bypass all sorts of DNA lesions and incorporate mismatched dNTPs, but its central function 
in TLS is primer extension emerged in subsequent years (46, 66, 67). In the absence of an 
atomic structure of Pol ζ, we use the structure of E. coli DNA Pol II as a basis to illustrate 
possible mechanisms for Pol ζ-mediated TLS extension.

6.2. E. coli DNA Pol II

Like Pol ζ, E. coli Pol II is induced upon DNA damage and carries out TLS extension (22, 
114, 115). Although equipped with a functional 3´−5´exonuclease, Pol II has a much 
reduced proofreading activity because substrate partitioning is shifted toward DNA synthesis 
(22). Expression of E. coli Pol II leads to a mutator phenotype. E. coli cells without DNA 
Pol II are viable but less fit in competition with WT strains (116). Similar to Pol ζ, E. coli 
Pol II is efficient in extending primer strands beyond an abasic lesion or mismatched base 
pair (22).

Initial crystal structures of E. coli Pol II are identical to those of B-family replicative 
polymerases (Fig. 2c). Further structural and biochemical analyses of Pol II reveal a 
mechanism for TLS extension that involves looping out of the template strand where the 
lesion resides and using an undamaged base downstream to template primer synthesis (22) 
(Fig. 3b, 5b). Looping out is facilitated by a dinucleotide repeat (117, 118). Our analyses of 
human Pol ζ indicate that Pol ζ is more flexible and more efficient than Pol II in 
accommodating a looped-out template strand (He and Yang, unpublished data). An increased 
dwell time for DNA substrate in the polymerase active site and a tendency for the finger 
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domain to close may give Pol II and Pol ζ the ability to mediate primer extension after AP 
lesions and mismatches.

7. The A-family Pol ν and θ in DNA end-joining

Pol ν and θ are different from most A-family replicative polymerases in that they lack a 3
´−5´ exonuclease activity, and Pol θ is the only human DNA polymerase that has an ATP-
dependent DNA helicase activity (33). The N-terminal helicase and C-terminal polymerase 
of Pol θ are separated by a large unstructured central region (Fig. 6a). The Pol θ helicase 
activity is necessary for interstrand crosslinking repair in Drosophila (119). Without the Pol 
θ polymerase activity, all eukaryotic cells have increased micronuclei and are hypersensitive 
to DSB agents (120, 121). In contrast, mice without Pol ν show no difference from WT in 
life span or lesion tolerance, but they exhibit slightly reduced meiotic crossover frequencies 
at certain sites (34).

Pol θ has a unique role in DNA end-joining. Its polymerase activity can preserve 3´ 
overhangs on DSBs and use minimal base pairs to bridge broken DNA ends for 3´ extension 
(17, 18, 121) (Fig. 3c). With such flexibility, Pol θ seemingly can extend ssDNA without a 
template. The reported TLS activities of Pol θ on AP and thymine glycol (33) may be a 
result of alternative template usage. TMEJ is independent of recruitment by Ku70/80 and 
DNA PK and thus different from and complementary to NHEJ in DSB repair (121–124). 
Removal of both NHEJ and TMEJ abolishes random integration and increases DNA gene 
targeting specificity to 100% homologous recombination dependent (125, 126).

The DNA polymerase regions of Pol ν and Pol θ are homologous and share three insertions 
(Fig. 6a), which contribute to their TLS activities. The polymerase region of Pol θ is much 
more active than Pol ν (23, 33). Given a normal DNA template/primer pair, the error rate of 
Pol θ is 10−3-10−4 (33). In contrast, Pol ν has a tendency to misincorporate dTTP opposite a 
dG template, and the error rate is DNA sequence dependent and varies by two orders of 
magnitude (23).

Structural analyses of Pol ν and Pol θ complexed with DNA substrate reveal potential 
mechanisms for low-fidelity TLS DNA synthesis and end-joining activities (23, 127). The 
overall structures of Pol ν and Pol θ ternary complexes are essentially identical to those of 
high-fidelity A-family members (as shown in Fig. 1a). Close examination reveals that (1) the 
finger domain of Pol ν can close without an incoming dNTP, (2) a positively charged 
residue in the Pol ν finger domain favors misincorporation of dTTP opposite dG, and (3) the 
second insertion loop (Ins2) near the thumb and palm domain interface gives rise to a 
flexible thumb and a cavity for the primer strand to slip out in Pol ν (23) (Fig. 6b). In 
solution Pol θ is more flexible and efficient in accommodating primer looping-out than Pol 
ν (23). Pol θ also has a series of positively charged residues in the thumb domain that 
strengthens its interactions with the primer strand (127). A combination of tight primer-
strand binding and alternative template/primer alignment may underlie Pol θ-mediated end-
joining.
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8. Mechanisms for sGRS by X-family polymerases

All X-family polymerases carry out small gap-filling repair synthesis (sGRS) (35). Terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) was the first member of X-family isolated and shown to 
synthesize DNA without a template (128). Two decades later the role of TdT in antigen-
receptor gene diversification is established where it acts on DSBs made by the RAG1/2 
recombinase (129). Pol β was the second member of X-family to be identified and also the 
second bona fide DNA polymerase found in mammals (130). Crystal structures of Pol β 
determined in 1994 revealed for the first time how dNTP binding induces finger closing 
(61). The finger and thumb domains in Pol β are often swapped because a “left-hand” 
instead of the “right-hand” analogy is used for the X family (35, 61) (Fig. 7b). In this review, 
we adhere to the “right hand” convention, so that finger domain always interacts with a 
nascent base pair and undergoes open-to-closed change upon dNTP binding (Fig. 1). In early 
2000, two new members of X-family, Pol λ and Pol μ, were discovered (35, 131). Currently 
mammals have four X-family polymerases (Fig 7a), while yeast has one and bacteria have 
few (132, 133) (Table 1).

Pol β fills the one-nucleotide gaps generated during BER, and utilizes an intrinsic lyase 
activity to remove deoxyribose phosphate (dRP) at the 5´ end of the gap for DNA ligation to 
complete BER (134) (Fig. 7c). Pol μ was the first DNA polymerase shown to play a role in 
NHEJ (135, 136). Pol μ can bridge non-complementary DNA ends and extend DNA for end-
joining. This ability is attributed to an insertion in Loop1 present in Pol μ and TdT but not in 
Pol β (Fig. 7a) (36). Pol μ and TdT are also devoid of dRP lyase activity. In contrast, Pol λ, 
which contains dPR lyase activity and a shorter Loop1 than Pol μ, functions in both BER 
and NHEJ (137). When filling a gap between two DNA ends, Pol λ requires at least one WC 
base pair between 3´-overhangs and uses one end as template for dNTP incorporation on the 
opposite end (Fig. 7d).

Structures of all four mammalian X-family polymerases have been determined, and the 
protein components of the ternary complexes are superimposable. Only Pol β (both the 
finger and lyase domains) undergoes conformational changes upon substrate binding. Pol λ, 
Pol μ and TdT are increasingly more rigid, and the increased rigidity correlates with end-
joining ability (138). In the ternary complex structures of Pol β, λ and μ, all bound DNAs 
contain a small gap and are segregated into two duplexes (137, 138) (Fig. 7b-c). The 
upstream duplex from the replicating base pair is bound like all other polyemerases, and the 
downstream duplex contacts the 8-kDa lyase (β and λ) or lyase-like (μ and TdT) domain. 
These structures reveal how Pol β and λ perform gap filling associated with BER.

Recently reported structures of TdT in complex with two DNA fragments reveal how DNA 
ends are connected without any complementary base pair (139). A 3´-primer end of a DNA 
fragment and an incoming dNTP can be aligned in the active site of TdT for the synthesis 
reaction when a mismatched template DNA is provided in trans (Fig. 7e). The two pseudo 
base pairs in the active site are isolated from the upstream DNA and stabilized by the 
elongated Loop1. Even though the sequence of the “template” strand has no influence on 
dNTP selection, TdT and the pseudo base pairs stabilize each other leading to nucleotide 
incorporation. Without base pairing the two DNA fragments likely dissociate after each 
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nucleotide incorporation and re-associate for the next round of the reaction, which results in 
TdT appearing to not use any template at all.

Pol μ probably uses a mechanism similar to TdT for bridging two DNA ends, but the 
template end supplies one 3´-overhang base to form a WC pair with an incoming dNTP for 
incorporation (140). A second templating base opposite the primer end could be absence or 
mismatched (Fig. 7f). Loop1 of Pol μ likely segregates the two base pairs in the active site 
from the upstream DNA as in TdT. Even when filling a 2-nt gap, Pol μ skips the first 
nucleotide and uses the second, which is juxtaposed to the downstream duplex, as a template 
(141). The first nucleotide probably forms a mismatched pair with the 3´-primer end, while 
the original partner of the 3´ end is flipped out by Loop1 (Fig. 7f). Both TdT and Pol μ can 
efficiently incorporate ribonucleotides (142–144). Because duplex stability is increased in 
presence of ribonucleotides, their incorporation may stabilize non-complementary DNA 
ends.

9. Regulation of TLS and sGRS synthesis

Given their mutagenic nature, TLS and repair synthesis must be tightly regulated. Mono-
ubiquitylation of the sliding clamp PCNA by Rad6-Rad18, binding of PCNA by PIP (PCNA 
interaction peptide) of Pol η, ι and κ or by the BRCT domain of Rev1, and recognition of 
ubiquitin by UBM and UBZ domains of Y-family polymerases (Fig. 4a) play key roles in 
TLS regulation (13, 145). Furthermore, post-translational modifications of PCNA and 
polymerases have been shown to influence cell cycle, replication fork movement, 
polymerase switch, and TLS activities (146, 147). Rev1 serves as a TLS hub and binds both 
TLS insertion polymerase (η, ι or κ) via RIR (Rev1 interacting region) (Fig. 4a) and TLS 
extension polymerase ζ via the Rev7 subunit (37). Yet after 15 years of probing, our 
knowledge of how different DNA polymerases are coordinated and juggled to complete 
genome replication remains sketchy.

Pol λ, Pol μ and TdT each contain an N-terminal BRCT domain, which interacts with Ku 
protein and XRCC4-LigIV to coordinate their participation in NHEJ. The Ser-Pro rich 
region between BRCT and polymerase is also subject to post-translational modification to 
modulate the polymerase activities and restrict proteasome degradation (137, 148).

In summary, molecular mechanisms for many TLS and sGRS polymerases have been 
established. Functional and mechanistic details of Pol ν, θ, ζ and PrimPol are still being 
investigated. Particularly, where on genome Pol ζ is needed for replication without 
exogenous damage and how it is recruited and modulated are yet to be revealed. In general, 
regulation of specialized polymerases and coordination of bypass, repair and replication for 
the ultimate purpose of genome stability remains an important topic for future research.
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Figure 1. 

Architecture of DNA polymerases. (a) A DNA polymerase is composed of thumb (green), 
finger (blue) and palm domain (red). Replicative polymerases often include an intrinsic 
proofreading 3´−5´ exonuclease (light purple). The ternary complex of an A-family DNA 
polymerase (PDB: 1LV5) is shown as an example. (b) Primary structures of seven DNA 
polymerase families. (c-e) Topology diagrams of the palm domain in A, B, Y, and RT 
families, C and X families, and PrimPol. (f) Side-by-side view of the catalytic centers of Pol 
η and Pol β.
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Figure 2. 

Basis for DNA polymerase fidelity. (a) Determinants of the error rates of DNA polymerases. 
(b) Conformational and Mg2+-mediated chemical selection in the DNA synthesis reaction. 
The requirement for three Mg2+ ions is universal, and conformational selection (boxed) 
occurs in replicative and a few repair polymerases. Mg2+

A binding and conformational 
change can occur without one another in replicative polymerases. (c) In the DNA synthesis 
(finger-closed) mode, a replicative polymerase (B-family RB69 as an example, PDB: 3NCI) 
interacts with the DNA and nascent base pair seamlessly. In the proofreading mode (PDB: 
2P5O), DNA is detached from the open finger and disordered thumb, and primer strand is 
partially separated from the template and migrates to the Exo active site for cleavage.
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Figure 3. 

Mechanisms for DNA translesion and repair synthesis. (a) Diagram of insertion and 
extension during TLS. (b) Three possible ways to achieve TLS extension. (c) Discontinuous 
strands of broken DNA can be accommodated similarly to looping out.
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Figure 4. 

Mechanism of TLS insertion by Y-family polymerases. (a) Primary structures of human Y-
family polymerases. (b) Crystal structures of Pol κ. In the ternary complex (PDB: 2OH2), 
the N-clasp stabilizes the LF and the structural gap between the catalytic core and LF to 
accommodate a bulky adduct. Without DNA the LF is flexible (PDB: 1T94). (c) Crystal 
structures of Pol η accommodating a thymine dimer in the active site (PDB: 3MR3). (d) The 
Pol ι active site favors a narrow Hoogsteen basepair (PDB: 5ULW) and not WC pair. (e) 
Crystal structure of Rev1, which utilizes an Arg sidechain to select dCTP for incorporation 
(PDB: 3GQC). The N-digit is inserted between the LF and catalytic core.
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Figure 5. 

TLS extension by Pol ζ and E. coli Pol II. (a) Primary structures of E. coli Pol II, yeast and 
human Rev3. (b) Two nucleotides including an AP site (THF) on the template strand are 
looped out in complex with E. coli Pol II (PDB: 3K5M).
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Figure 6. 

TLS and end joining by Pol ν and θ. (a) Primary structures of human Pol ν and θ. (b) Ins 2 
in Pol ν results in the cavity and a flexible thumb for primer looping out (PDB:4XVK, 
4XVM).
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Figure 7. 

sGRS by the X-family polymerases. (a) Primary structures of Pol β, λ, μ and TdT. (b) 
Crystal structure of the Pol β-DNA-dNTP complex (PDB: 2FMS). Domains are labeled 
according to the right-hand convention. In the left-hand definition, finger and thumb would 
be swapped. (c) Gap filling synthesis and dRP removal by Pol β. The two DNA segments 
are at ~90° angle. (d) Pol λ can bridge two DNA ends by one base pair and incorporate a 
dNTP to match the trans template. (e) Structure of TdT bridging two DNA ends without 
base pairing (PDB: 4QZB). (f) Pol μ can bridge two DNA ends by a mismatched base pair 
and incorporate a dNTP that matches the trans template. Loop1 insertion in TdT and Pol μ 
segregates the two base pairs in the active site from upstream DNA.
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Table 1.

DNA polymerase families

Family Function 3´−5´
Exo

Conf. selection
Error rate

1 Examples

Bacterial Archaeal Humans (function)
PDB

2

A Replication Yes Yes 10−5 – 10−7 Pol I, T7 
Pol

Pol γ (mitochondrial) 5C53

Repair No Yes 10−3 – 10−4 Pol θ (TMEJ)
Pol ν (end 
processing)

4X0Q
4XVK, 4XVM

B Replication Yes Yes 10−4 – 10−7 RB69 Pol
ϕ29 Pol

PolB Pol α (primer 
extension)

Pol δ (lagging strand 
& large gap filling, 

lGRS)
Pol ε (leading strand)

4QCL, 5EXR
3IAY

4M8O, 4PTF

TLS extension Yes/No Yes 10−3 – 10−6 Pol II Pol ζ (TLS 
extension)

3K5O, 3K5M

C Replication Yes Yes 10−5 – 10−7 Pol III, PolC 3F2C, 5M1S

Repair 10−2 – 10−3 S. pyo DnaE

D Replication Yes 10−4 – 10−5 Pol D

X BER
BER/sGRS

sGRS
sGRS

No Yes
No
No
No

10−2 – 10−4 D. rad Pol X Pol X Pol β (BER, sGRS)
Pol λ (BER, NHEJ)

Pol μ (NHEJ)
TdT (NHEJ)

2FMS, 4KLH
2PFO
4M04

4QZ9(B)

Y TLS insertion No No
No
No
No

10−2 – 10−4

3 – 10−4

10−3 – 10−4

—

Pol IV 
(DinB)
Pol V 

(UmuC)

Dpo4, Dbh Pol η (CPD, SHM)
Pol ι

Pol κ (steroid, 
BPDE)

Rev1 (AP, SHM)

3MR3, 4ECV
5ULW

1T94, 2OH2
3GQC

RT Replication No Yes 10−3 – 10−4 HIV-1 RT
TERT (telomerase)

3KK2
3KYL

PrimPol Repair No Yes 10−2 – 10−4 PolDom PolDom PrimPol 5L2X

1
Error rates are measured without accessary components of replisome.

2
Representative structures for each DNA polymerase family are listed.
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